Five Communication Majors to Present Senior Theses at Upcoming Theodore H. Clevenger Jr. Undergraduate Honors Conference

Congratulations to the following Communication majors for having their senior theses accepted for presentation at the upcoming Theodore H. Clevenger Jr. Undergraduate Honors Conference! The conference, meeting in conjunction with the annual Southern States Communication Association Conference, will be held April 12 – 15 in San Antonio, Texas. Despite the conference’s competitive selection process, many GW students were awarded individual and overall distinctions for their work. GW was the only University to be honored with two top paper awards. The papers were originally written as part of the fall Senior Seminar course taught by Dr. Alexa Hampel.

Congratulations to:

**Risa Langelo**
“Advertising between the lines: An analysis of the association of messages and images on women’s body size since the 1950’s”
*Top Paper Award*

**Madison Cooke**
“Romantic relationships and how they are portrayed in film”
*Top Paper Award*

**Tess Leibowitz**
"Women's occupational roles on prime-time network television."
*Top Rated Essay in the “Gender, Popular Culture, and Careers” division.*

**Alya Ibrahim**
"Employee pride for their healthcare institution and how it affects quality of care."

**Ashley Huffman** (not pictured)
“Hardening conservative gender roles: The real housewives of Beverly Hills through the feminist rhetorical perspective”
*Top Rated Essay in the "Gender, Popular Culture, and Careers" division*